Purpose -The aim of this study is to investigate a new sampling methodology previously proposed for systems with a known lifetime distribution: the Predetermined Sampling Intervals (PSI) method. Design/methodology/approach -The methodology is defined on basis of system hazard cumulative rate, and is compared with other approaches, particularly those whose parameters may change in real time, taking into account current sample information. Findings -For different lifetime distributions, the results obtained for adjusted average time to signal (AATS) using a control chart for the sample mean are presented and analysed. They demonstrate the high degree of statistical performance of this sampling procedure, particularly when used in systems with an increasing failure rate distribution. Practical implications -This PSI method is important from a quality and reliability management point of view. Originality/value -This methodology involves a process by which sampling instants are obtained at the beginning of the process to be controlled. Also this new approach allows for statistical comparison with other sampling schemes, which is a novel feature.
Introduction
Control charts, introduced by Shewhart in about 1930, are powerful tools that enable changes to be detected very easily in process parameters as production processes are monitored. The usual practice when using a Shewhart control chart is for samples (about five) of a fixed size to be taken periodically and the control limit coefficient maintained constant (often equal to 3).
In recent years, the design of control charts has followed a new direction. Chart parameters are allowed to change during the production process rather than being maintained fixed with the purpose of improving their statistical performance. Such charts can be classified, from an implementation point of view, into two categories: charts with parameters that are fixed but not constant for the duration of the monitoring operation, and charts for which at least one of the parameters is allowed to change in real time, taking into account current sample information.
The latter are called adaptive charts. A great deal of the research carried out on this type of chart has considered the case of a variable sampling interval, where sample size and the control limit coefficient are nevertheless fixed. Reynolds et al. (1988) were the first investigators to consider a variable sampling interval (VSI) control chart for the monitoring of the process mean.
Since then, a large number of researchers have studied the statistical properties of this type of chart. Both Prabhu et al. (1993) and Costa (1994) independently proposed a chart with a variable sample size (VSS), and studied its properties and performance; the sampling interval and control limit coefficient for such a chart are fixed. Prabhu et al. (1994) proposed a combined adaptive control chart with a variable sampling interval and sample size (VSSI). Costa (1999) proposed a chart with the three parameters as variable (VP). Rodrigues Dias (1999a,b) , meanwhile, proposed a simple and interesting methodology (NSI -Normal Sampling Intervals method) based on the density function of the standard normal variable for obtaining different sampling intervals, and Infante (2004) analysed its statistical properties and compared it with other adaptive sampling methods. In Rodrigues Dias (2006) and Rodrigues Dias (2007a, b) other results from an economic point of view are presented.
A few researchers have proposed control charts with parameters that are fixed but not constant for the duration of the monitoring operation. Chart parameters values are obtained at the beginning of the process to be controlled and are not updated during operations. The main purpose is to improve process control properties in cases where lifetime distribution shows an increasing failure rate, rather than the exponential distribution, which is the most widely considered factor in previous studies. All such studies dealing with the design of control charts adopt an economic approach, in which an appropriate cost function is formulated and optimised with respect to sampling interval, sample size and control limit coefficient. Banerjee and Rahim (1988) , assuming that the system lifetime follows a Weibull distribution, analysed a model in which sampling interval is a predetermined parameter while sample size and control limit coefficient remain constant for the duration of the process. They discuss numerical results and the sensitivity of design to Weibull parameters. Rahim and Banerjee (1993) considered a general increasing failure rate distribution. The generalized model allows for the termination of a production cycle at a certain time instant, even if no failure has been detected up until that point. Parkhideh and Case (1989) considered a model in which all three chart parameters are allowed to change over time; their design methodology comprises six decision variables. Otha and Rahim (1997) , assuming a Weibull lifetime distribution, proposed an alternative methodology with a simplified design for reducing the number of decision variables from six to three, and provided numerical examples showing how their model achieved improved performance as compared with 4 that developed by Parkhideh and Case (1989) . Tagaras (1997 Tagaras ( , 1998 presented surveys of research carried out on static and dynamic methods.
In this paper, a new methodology proposed by Rodrigues Dias (2002) for obtaining sampling instants is considered, defined on basis of system hazard cumulative rate. As in Banerjee and Rahim (1988) and Rahim and Banerjee (1993) , the probability of a process shift in a sampling interval, given that no shift has occurred before the start of the interval, is constant for all intervals. However, this new approach allows for statistical comparison with other sampling schemes, which is a novel feature.
In the next section, this methodology is presented and some of its statistical properties are analysed. Following this, considering Weibull and Burr XII distributions, results obtained for adjusted average time to signal (AATS) using X control charts are presented and analysed. The new method here considered is compared with the periodic scheme and other adaptive sampling methods for different mean changes. The conclusion is drawn that statistical performance is better when the probability of the shift being detected decreases and when the average number of samples analysed in the in-control state decreases. Such results become more marked as failure rate increases. Finally, some concluding remarks are made.
It is interesting to note the importance of the results here presented (with great reductions in AATS in some cases), in particular when we compare them with the corresponding results concerning other methods considered in the literature. On other hand, it is important to highlight the practical application of the new PSI method here considered. In fact, if the distribution of system lifetime is known, what usually happens (at least approximatly), then at the beginning of the sampling process we can settle the instants at which the samples are taken from the process. This is not the case when adaptive sampling methods are considered. Obviously, this is a great advantage of this PSI method in terms of quality and reliability management. Some work is being done to obtain a simple solution (for ∆H, later considered) in order to minimize the total expected cost, considering costs associated with sampling, imperfect operation and false alarms.
The new Predetermined Sampling Intervals (PSI) Method
Let us consider T as system lifetime, that is, T is a random variable that represents the time before the occurrence of an assignable cause. The hazard rate of the system is given by:
where f(t) is the density function and R(t) is the reliability function, which is defined as R(t)=1-F(t), where F(t) is the distribution function of T. The cumulative hazard rate can be defined as:
Rodrigues Dias (1987) , considering H(t) as a random variable, shows that H(t) follows an exponential distribution with mean and variance equal to one. The graphical representation of H(t) is a straight line if the hazard rate is constant (exponential distribution), and either a convex or concave curve if the hazard rate is decreasing or increasing, respectively. This result, which is obvious from the definition, is important for the geometric interpretation of this approach.
According to this approach, sampling instants are determined such a way that the cumulative hazard rate between any two consecutive inspections is constant, that is, the probability of a process shift during a sampling interval, given that no shift occurs until the start of the interval, is constant for all intervals. Sampling instants t k verify:
This last expression enables sampling instants to be obtained for any system with a known invertible reliability function. In other cases, sampling instants can also be obtained if the reliability inverse function can be obtained by computational methods.
Let us now consider G as the time from the process shift until the first sample taken after the shift. Generically, the expected value of G is given by:
In view of (3), we obtain:
Let F be the time from the process shift until a sample point falls outside the control limits (adjusted time to signal). The expected value of F (AATS) is given by (Rodrigues Dias, 2002) :
where t k is given by (3) and q is the probability of the shift not being detected.
Let us now consider N as the number of samples from the start of the process until the first sample is taken after the shift occurs. We have:
( )
This sampling scheme, defined above by means of ∆H, enables correspondence to be established with a periodic sampling scheme with a sampling interval equal to P, in view of the analogy between period P and constant increase ∆H.
Within the context of quality control, this new approach is based on the intuitively simple idea that less frequent sampling should be carried out when the hazard rate is low and,
conversely, more frequent sampling should be carried out when the hazard rate is high.
According to this method, if failure rate increases (or decreases) then sampling intervals decrease (or increase), as it can be seen in Rodrigues Dias (1987) .
The implementation of this method is simple because it only requires the determination of parameter ∆H. As sampling instants are scheduled at the beginning of process control, quality management team knows exactly when to sample, and consequently this knowledge facilitates personal and machine management more efficiently.
By adopting an economic approach, ∆H could be obtained in such a way that an appropriate cost function is minimised, as when the sampling interval in the fixed sampling scheme is obtained.
Comparison of the new method with other procedures
In this paper, it is assumed that the quality characteristic of the production process is normally distributed, with mean µ 0 and standard deviation σ 0 . At some time in the future, as a result of the occurrence of an assignable cause, the mean shifts to µ 1 =µ 0 ±λσ 0 , λ>0. When a sample of size n is taken, the sample mean is computed and plotted on a Shewhart X control chart and, if X falls outside the control limits given by 0 0 3 / n µ ± σ , then the process can be regarded as being out of control. It is assumed here that observations are independent.
In order to compare the performance of different procedures in terms of their AATS, the usual procedure is to match their in-control performances. This can be accomplished by designing charts in such a way that average sample size and average sampling interval, when µ=µ 0 , are the fixed sample size and the fixed sampling interval, respectively. Keeping fixed control limits, the average number of false alarms is equal to the average number of items sampled while the process is in control.
Let us now assume that system lifetime T follows a Weibull distribution, with scale parameter α and shape parameter β. The reliability function is:
According to the new methodology, using (3) and carrying out algebraic simplifications, the following sampling instants can be obtained:
If a Burr XII distribution is considered (Zimmer et al.,1988; Zimmer et al., 1998) , then the reliability function is given by:
9 where c and v are shape parameters and S is a scale parameter.
Using (3), the following expression for sampling instants is obtained:
Considering different values for the shape parameter of the Weibull distribution and two different combinations for the parameters of the Burr distribution, let us now compare the AATS of the PSI method with other sampling schemes. In order to do this, let us consider different values for mean shift parameter λ.
Comparison with the periodic sampling scheme
∆H is obtained in such a way that, as long as the process is in control, the average number of samples for the PSI method matches the average number of samples for the periodic sampling scheme. Thus:
where P represents the periodic sampling interval.
Rodrigues Dias (1987) , assuming a perfect inspections context, shows that ∆H can be evaluated in a simpler way, obtaining the approximation:
which is an important relationship since it enables ∆H to be obtained very simply and does not depend on lifetime distribution. At the same time, it is an excellent approximation: for example, when P=1 and E(T)=1000, for the lifetime distributions considered in this paper, relative error is less than 0.00001%; and even in the event of a limit situation with P=100 and E(T)=1000, relative error is less than 0.1%. Rodrigues Dias (1987) studied this approximation and others obtained from it.
Let us consider E(F e ) as AATS using the periodic method (equal sampling intervals) and E(F d ) as AATS using the PSI method (different sampling intervals). Comparing the two methods in terms of AATS, we can consider:
and, using the PSI method, Q d can be said to be a measure of the relative reduction in AATS.
Results obtained for a range of possible mean shifts and different lifetime distributions are presented in Table I . For the Weibull distribution, different values are considered for the shape parameter corresponding to five systems with increasing failure rates (β>1), one system with a constant failure rate (β=1) and one system with a decreasing failure rate (β<1). For the Burr distribution, let us consider two cases: in case A1, let us assume that c=3, v=1 and S=826.99, which corresponds to a system where hazard increases, reaches a maximum, and then decreases, much the same as the hazard for the lognormal distribution; in case A2, let us assume that c=4.8737, v=6.15784 and S=1551.09, which is an approximation to the normal distribution. In all cases it is assumed that E(T)=1000, n=5 and P=1.
It can easily be concluded that the adoption of the PSI method leads to great reductions in AATS when the system shows an increasing failure rate. These are all the greater as the shape parameter of the Weibull distribution increases, and in some cases such reductions are sharp.
At the same time, this approach performs best when the probability of the shift being detected is small. Even so, AATS obtained using the PSI method is always less than AATS obtained using the periodic method, which is not the case with any adaptive sampling method. For Burr distribution cases, the adoption of the PSI method also leads to great reductions in AATS. Despite these reductions being much more marked in case A2, since Q d >0 for systems with lifetime distribution A1, it may be concluded that this method is not only efficient when used in systems with markedly increasing failure rates.
Finally, when system lifetime shows a decreasing failure rate, this method is slower than the periodic method to detect small shifts, while its efficacy is similar for moderate and large shifts; the PSI method is therefore not recommended in these cases. However, PSI methodology performance will probably be different under different control conditions.
Since PSI method performance as compared with the periodic scheme increases when the probability of a shift being detected decreases, Q d increases when sample size decreases. Thus, in processes with high sampling costs, the implementation of the PSI method can lead to significant cost reductions. AATS reductions for different sample sizes and different mean changes are presented in Table II for a Weibull lifetime distribution where β=3 and E(T)=1000.
Comparison with various adaptive sampling schemes
In this section, the PSI method is compared in terms of AATS with other previously developed adaptive schemes: the VSI, VSS, VSSI, VP and NSI adaptive methods, each under the same conditions during the in-control period, that is, the average number of false alarms is the same for all sampling schemes, as well as the average number of samples and the average number of items inspected.
With the VSI procedure, using only two sampling intervals, the area within the control limits is divided by threshold limits into two regions: a small sampling interval d 1 is used if a sample mean falls outside the threshold limits and a large sampling interval d 2 is used if a sample mean falls within these limits (Reynolds et al., 1988) .
Let us consider here the most widely used VSS procedure, with two different sampling intervals. The size of each sample depends on what is observed in the preceding sample. If the sample mean falls within a region adjacent to the control limits then the next sample size n 1 is small, while if the sample mean falls within a region adjacent to µ 0 then the next sample size n 2 is large (Prabhu et al., 1993; Costa, 1994) .
The VSSI procedure alternates a long sampling interval d 2 with a small sample size n 1 and a short sampling interval d 1 with a large sample size n 2 , the former combination being used when the sample mean is very different from the target process mean, that is, when the sample mean falls within the central region (Prabhu et al., 1994) .
The variable parameter adaptive scheme (VP) is characterised by two sampling intervals, two sample sizes and two control limit coefficients. X values are plotted on a chart with warning and control limits given, respectively, by 0
for L 1 >L 0 >L 2 and W 1 >W 2 , where i=1 if the last sample is small and i=2 if the last sample is large, and where L 0 is usually equal to 3 (Costa, 1999) .
Rodrigues Dias (1999a,b) proposed a new adaptive NSI (Normal Sampling Intervals) method. Let t i be the actual sampling instant and i x be the mean value of the ith sample (within the control limits). For the next sampling instant, according to this method: 
where φ(u) is the density function of the standard normal distribution, n is sample size, L is the control limit coefficient and k is a convenient scale constant (Infante and Rodrigues Dias, 2003; Infante, 2004; Rodrigues Dias, 2006a; Rodrigues Dias, 2006b; Rodrigues Dias, 2007) .
In order to compare these methods with the PSI method in terms of the AATS, let us again consider Q d given by (15) where E(F d ) is AATS where the adaptive scheme is used. Thus, Q d is a measure of the relative reduction in AATS, compared with the periodic sampling scheme, where an adaptive method is used. Thus, all the methods considered can be compared.
The different sampling schemes considered in this paper are presented in Table IV .
Sampling Method Parameters
VSI ( Table IV -Values of the parameters used for the adaptive methods.
It is our opinion that the values used for adaptive parameters are reasonable, considering that a wide range of shifts is covered; this seems quite reasonable for some practical applications.
At the same time, these values have been used to carry out similar comparisons in past studies.
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The results obtained for a range of possible mean changes are presented in Table V . The following conclusions may be drawn:
a) The PSI method X chart, as compared with any adaptive chart, enables faster detection of very small shifts (λ<0,25) and large shifts (λ≥2). When the process-failure mechanism follows a Weibull model with β≥3 or a Burr A2 model, considering a shift λ=0.25, the PSI methodology chart is only slower in terms of detection as compared with the VP chart.
b) The PSI method X chart, as compared with the VSI and NSI adaptive sampling interval methods, performs best for λ≤0.25 and λ≥2. When λ=0.5, the PSI method performs better than the other methods for systems with a Weibull lifetime distribution with shape parameter β≥4 or with Burr A2. It performs better than the VSI(a), VSI(b), VSI(c) when λ>1.5 (for systems with lifetime distribution A2 and Weibull where β≥4), and better than the NSI method (for systems with lifetime distribution A2 and Weibull where β≥5).
c) The PSI method chart is the only one which shows better performance than the periodic chart for all mean changes. d) Based on the results obtained and the conclusions set out above, the PSI approach appears to provide a valuable alternative to adaptive sampling schemes where a variety of mean changes are likely to occur during the process.
Conclusions
In this paper, a new methodology, the Predetermined Sampling Intervals (PSI) method, proposed by Rodrigues Dias (2002) for obtaining sampling intervals at the beginning of the process to be controlled for any lifetime distribution with a closed-form reliability function is considered. This methodology enables a statistical comparison to be carried out with other sampling schemes, something which has not previously been done. On the other hand, it is easy to implement and it facilitates quality management.
Considering lifetime distributions with different failure rates and a wide range of mean changes, it may be concluded that, as compared with the periodic sampling method, reductions in the adjusted average time to failure become more marked with an increase in failure rate. These reductions increase when the probability of the shift being detected decreases, that is, the new method performs better for small shifts.
On the basis of sensitivity analysis, it may be concluded that the PSI method performs better when the average number of samples analysed in the in-control state decreases. The implementation of the method could lead to great savings in the case of processes where the cost of sampling is high.
With the exception of the case of a system with a decreasing failure rate, it may be concluded that this method is always better than the periodic sampling scheme, which is not the case with any adaptive sampling scheme. As compared with adaptive sampling methods, it may be concluded that the PSI method is faster in terms of the detection of very small shifts and large shifts. At the same time, because it shows a good level of performance for all mean changes and because its implementation is potentially very simple (if system lifetime distribution is known and the inverse of the reliability function can be obtained), the new method provides a valuable alternative to adaptive sampling schemes, particularly in the case of processes in which a variety of mean changes are likely to occur.
It is the belief of the authors that the idea on which this method is based could be adapted to other situations, including sampling problems in other contexts. Finally, the idea of combining the Normal Sampling Intervals (NSI) method with the Predetermined Sampling Intervals (PSI) method in what could be called a combined adaptive sampling scheme can produce very positive results, as shown by Infante (2004) and Infante and Rodrigues Dias (2004) , in which a new sampling method combining the previous ones is proposed and analysed.
